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What is Kokoro Media?

The "heart" of Japan, which has no distinctive form, 
resides in various people and things.

It is made of what people think, what they feel, and what they want to convey.
We explore the heart of Japan from various angles and convey it to our readers.

A publishing platform that responds to the wishes of foreign readers who want to "know authentic 
Japan" and seek more than just tourist information.



Our Identity

On one hand, our contributors have very 
different backgrounds and profiles. On the 
other hand, we wish to represent Japan in all 
its forms by putting forward interlocutors of all 
origins, genders, ages, professions, interests, 
etc. 

① Respect for diversity

Kokoro Media was born in the summer of 2020 with the objective of bringing something 
new to the already crowded universe of websites about Japan. 

We wanted to move away from simply sharing information, and  instead, move toward putting 
people and culture at the center of our purpose. This is, in part, due to the fact that our 
founding members and contributors all have a personal interest in intercultural exchange, human 
contact, and listening to the experiences of others.

We have built Kokoro Media around three core values:



Our Identity

② Encouraging curiosity

We live in an era that encourages us to 
consume web content rapidly. We have 
voluntarily chosen long formats, which allow 
us to go deeper into the subjects we cover.

We hope to develop our readers' curiosity 
about different topics, inspire them with new 
ideas, and offer them new points of view on 
the world.

③ Candor and personality

We provide articles based on each writer's 
experience living in Japan, opinions, 
personality and style, and articles in an 
honest and candid way.



Demographics

Females

49%

Males

51%

18-24

33%

25-34

29%

35 – 44

17%

45 – 54

10%

Gender Age

55-64

6%

65 and over

5%

(Data for January – May 2022）



Readers’ Location

Access Ranking

1. US (41%)
2. Japan (14%)
3. UK (5%)
4. Canada (4.5%)
5. Philippines (4.4%)
6. Australia (4.2%)
7. Singapore (2.6%)
8. India (2%)
9. Malaysia (1.6%)
10. Germany (1.5%)

Based on the access information from 194 countries
(Data for January to May 2022）



Readers’ Interests

1. Movies

2. Value shopping

3. Art and theater
4. Green living

5. Music

6. Books

7. Technology
8. TV

9. Speed Cooking

1. Home Decor

2. Employment

3. Foreign language study
4. Post-secondary education

5. Investment services

6. Career consulting services

7. Women’s apparel
8. Business software

9. Banking services

Affinities
In-market

Segment

(Data for January – May 2022）



Readers’ Profiles

The Motivated Young Active

The Japanese Pop Culture Fan

In their twenties – Living in
the US. Would like to travel
to Japan someday. Has
interest in Japanese culture.

Interests:
- Movies
- Music
- Art

The Entertainment Lover

The Green Consumer
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In their thirties. Living in
Japan. Wants to succeed in
Japan.

Interests:
- Learning Japanese
- Reading
- Anything related to
business

In their twenties – Living in the
US. Is about to move to Japan.
Is looking for information about
life in Japan.

Interests:
- Video games, manga
- Learning Japanese
- Japanese daily life

In their thirties – Living in
Japan. Is interested in
sustainable living. Supports
different kinds of projects.

Interests:
- Ecology
- Technology



Social Media

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn

Followers

Main Profile

Preferred 

Content

42,650 5,080 590

Living overseas

Interested in Japanese culture

Like anecdotes and pictures

Living in Japan and overseas

Interested in social issues

Strong personal values

Living in Japan 

and overseas

Interested in working in

and with Japan

Japanese culture

Japanese daily life

Japanese society and 

social issues

Sustainability

Japanese daily life

Successful individuals

Studying Japanese

Business Advice
（As of May 2022）



Our Content

Interviews
We feature Japanese people with strong aspirations who 
are active in various fields, as well as foreigners who are 
residing in or involved with Japan.

The heart and skills of Japan, Japan seen through the eyes 
of foreigners, passion for Japan, passion for work, 
challenges, life aesthetics, and dreams are popular content 
that resonates with readers.

From the diverse perspectives of a variety of Japan 
residents, we introduce various aspects of Japanese life, 
things that Japanese people themselves sometimes may 
not notice, and things that are not well known.

We share our insight and emotions about what real life in 
Japan is like.

Columns



Our Content

Unfiltered

These are articles based on honest talks between the 
writers and staff involved with this website.

To make our readers’ time in Japan  more enjoyable 
and richer, we provide useful information on day-to-
day life, leisure, manners, work, education, 
environment, etc.

We share the charm of Japanese traditions, culture, 
lifestyle, and the spirit of the Japanese people.

We offer stories and information that will make a visit 
to Japan more memorable.

Culture



Newsletter

Subscribers receive a monthly e-
mail newsletter with 
recommended articles, our latest 
information, and invitations to 
our events.

Opening rate： 40%

Subscribers： 480

Click rate： 10%

（As of June 2022）



Kokoro Media Fans

Support from our readers
In 2021, Kokoro Media opened a 「Buy Me a Coffee」 donation account.

Average donation per person： $53

Messages from our readers

T.

Thanks for the great website!

I especially like the "Unfiltered“ articles,  

as I enjoy reading your different points of 

view.

You can decide how many “cups of coffee” you would 
like to buy in support of our work. For example, five 
cups of coffee is a donation of $25.

Not only are the articles and interviews 

interesting, well written and edited, but 

the approach is humble and sincere. I 

appreciate that very much!

D.

*In February 2022, we switched to a similar service called "Ko-hi".



Events

Event in collaboration with Temple University

In April 2022, we collaborated with Temple University for our first online event.

The first edition of Insights: Learning from Some of Japan's Most Inspirational People welcomed 
Henry Seals, Japan's first foreign-born, naturalized human rights commissioner.

After sharing his insights, he led a discussion with TUJ faculty member Sarajean Rossitto to 
explore the topic at a deeper level.Finally, one-third of the event's program was devoted to a Q&A 
session.



Events

“Kokoro Conversations”

寄付者からの応援のメッセージ

In June 2022, we launched an event for readers to interact with each other called "Kokoro 
Conversations."

Readers gather to engage in open-hearted conversations about the joys and difficulties of 
living in Japan. They can meet new people, exchange ideas, compare experiences, and find 
advice and support.

This event is open to anyone interested in Japanese culture, life, and travel, regardless of 
location or circumstance. Participation is conditional on speaking conversational-level English 
and adhering to event rules that respect courtesy.



Our Services

寄付者からの応援のメッセージ

Customized Content Creation

1. Article and Web Content Creation 

Services

Hire our team of professional writers to 

create on-brand, tailored-made content 

for your platform(s).

Illustrations created by pikisuperstar on Freepik.com

2. Sponsored Articles

Reach your target audience through Kokoro Media.

We will introduce your company's products, 

services, or vision in detail. There are several 

formats available, so please feel free to contact us 

to know the best option for you.

3. Brochure Production

We can create tailor-made brochures that will 

appeal to your customers in terms of language, 

content, and visuals.

4. Visual Resources Production

Our team has a detailed understanding of design 

tastes from all around the world. We can help you 

convey your message visually in a way that 

matches the culture and latest trends of your 

target audience.



Our Services

寄付者からの応援のメッセージ

Supporting Hospitality Toward Foreign Visitors in Japan

1. Enhance Your Services and Facilities

From the most basic topics to the smallest 

details, our experienced experts in 

marketing, tourism content, and 

international hospitality will visit your 

facility and suggest simple and effective 

changes that can improve customer 

satisfaction.

Illustrations created by pikisuperstar on Freepik.com

2. Native Proofreading Service

We can help you successfully reach your target 

audience, not only by ensuring that your text is 

grammatically correct, but also by considering 

the culture of your audience and adding 

explanations about Japanese culture if 

necessary.

3. Creation and Refinement of Sightseeing 

Contents

We uncover all of Japan’s charm. Our staff, well 

versed in Japanese culture, cross-cultural 

communication, tourism, and marketing, will 

examine your company's tourism resources and 

services and suggest points for improvement.



Our Services

寄付者からの応援のメッセージ

Providing a Network of Experts

Expert Referrals

Through our extensive network of experts, we can 

introduce you to professionals who can meet your 

needs.

We collaborate with experts who can help you as 

project meeting advisors, lecturers for seminars and 

workshops, etc.

Special Monitor Introductions for Tour and 

Service Trials

We can introduce you to monitors who have 

experience in tourism content creation, marketing, 

services aimed at foreigners, etc., not only from a 

"foreigner's" point of view, but also from the 

perspective of long-time foreign residents in Japan, 
who can help you uncover local attractions.
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Contact

For any inquiry regarding sponsored articles and other 

services, or if you would like to collaborate with us, please 

contact us at the address below.

info-media@kokoro-jp.com




